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 Introduction to the Audit Function 
• The framework for assurance engagement and the types of assurance engagement

Framework for assurance engagement
• Assurance engagement

• An engagement in which a practitioner expresses a conclusion designed to enhance degree 
of confidence of the intended users other than the responsible parties about the outcome of 
the evaluation or measurement of a subject matter against criteria

• five elements
A. Three-party relationship

• Assurance practitioner (Auditor)
• E.g. a member if a recognised accounting body (CPA)

• Responsible party
• E.g. Board of Directors is responsible for the financial position and financial 

performance
• Measurer or evaluator
• Engaging party

• Intended users
• Addressee of the report by the assurance practitioner

B. Underlying subject matter
• The condition, event or behaviour that is being evaluated.

• E.g. financial position and financial performance
• non-financial performance (information aimed at efficiency and effectiveness of use of 

resources)
• systems and processed

C. Criteria
• Suitable criteria are the standards or benchmarks used to measure the evaluate the 

underlying subject matter of an assurance engagement.
• True and Fair View
• accounting standards
• Corporations Act and Corporations Regulation

D. Sufficient appropriate evidence
• The subject matter information (e.g. financial report) has been prepared in accordance 

with the criteria and appropriately portrays the underlying subject matter.
• Major evidence

• documents (e.g. customers receipt and orders to check sales)
• enquiry
• physical things

E. A written assurance report

Independence and expertise: professional judgement and professional scepticism (怀疑主义）
• Professional judgement

• The application of relevant training, knowledge and experience, within the context provided 
by the auditing, accounting and ethical standards, in making informed decisions about the 
courses of actions that are appropriate in the circumstances of the audit engagement

• Professional scepticism
• An attitude that included a questioning mind and a critical assessment of evidence

Types of assurance engagements (pg.12)
• Reasonable assurance engagements 



• The objective of a reasonable assurance engagement is a reduction in assurance 
engagement risk to an acceptably low level in the circumstances of the engagement as the 
basis for positive form of expression of the practitioner’s conclusion.

• It is terms an audit.
• Limited assurance engagement

• The objective of a limited assurance engagement is a reduction in assurance engagement 
risk to a level that is acceptably in the circumstances of the engagement, but where that risk 
is greater than for a reasonable assurance engagement

• It is termed a review.
• Related services engagement

• An engagement which involves the use of assurance-like evidence collection procedures, but 
does not involve an attempt at communicating a level of assurance.

Attestation (证明) and direct engagement
• Attestation engagement

• The assurance practitioner measures or evaluates the underlying subject matter against the 
criteria, and applies assurance skills and techniques to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence 
about the outcome of this measurement or evaluation.

• E.g. audit of general-purpose financial report
• Direct engagement

• The auditor directly measures or evaluates the underlying subject matter against the criteria.

• Auditing —— definition and fundamental principles

Fundamental principles underlying an audit
• underpin the objective(s) of an audit, and help drive the conduct of auditor in using professional 

judgement to meet the professional requirements of the auditing standards
• be easily understood both by auditors and other readers of auditing standards
• be universally applicable to all audits
• entrench the expectations that auditors are expected to accept and abide by

Fundamental principles of professional ethics
• Integrity

• An auditor should be honest and straightforward in all professional and business relationship
• Objectivity
• Professional competence and due care
• Confidentiality
• professional behaviour

• An auditor should comply with relevant laws and regulations and should avoid any action that 
discredits the profession

Fundamental principle underlying the objective of an audit
• Knowledge — sufficient understanding on the entity and its environment
• Responsibility
• Quality control —follow quality control procedures such as consultation with others
• Rigour and scepticism
• Professional judgement
• Evidence
• Documentation — documents that are important in providing the evidence
• Communication
• Association —  The auditor should not be associated with or allow the use of the auditor’s name 

or their report to be associated with information known by the auditor to be misleading
• Reporting



• Attributes of accounting information and the demand for assurance

Attributes of accounting information
• Fundamental characteristics

• Relevance
• The information provided must be capable of making a difference in the decision making 

of report users by assisting them to make and evaluate decisions about the allocation of 
scarce resources and to assess the accountability of the preparers of these reports

• Faithful representation
• The information presented to users represents, without bias or undue error, the 

underlying transactions and events that have occurred. This requires the information to 
be complete, neutral and free from error.

• Enhancing characteristics
• Comparability
• Verifiability — different knowledgeable and independent observers could reach consensus 

that a particular depiction is a faithful representation
• Timeliness
• Understandability

Demand for assurance
• Conflict of interest
• Consequence —quality should be assured
• Complexity — the possibility of error is increased due to the increased complexity
• Remoteness

• Three hypothesises to explain the demand for auditing
1) Agency theory
2) Information hypothesis

• The demand for auditing is a result of investors wanting reliable information that can be 
used effectively in decision making as they benefit through the increased confidence of 
external users of the information.

3) Insurance hypothesis
• Managers and professional participants in financial activities seek to use an auditor as a 

means of insurance — that is, as a means of financial responsibility if any losses are 
expected from litigation.

Other benefits of assurance
An assurance service may also result in one or both of the following:
• Recommendations by the assurance provider to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 

operations, and/or
• a positive influence on the behaviour of people whose activities are being assured

• The auditor—client—public relationship and the expectation gap

 The expectation gap
• The gap that exists between what users expect of an auditor and the actual service that auditors 

provide
• components

• The reasonableness gap: the gap between what society expects auditors to achieve and 
what they can reasonably be expected to accomplish

• The Performance gap: the gap between what society can reasonably expect auditors to 
accomplish and what they are perceived to achieve

• deficient standards: the gap between the duties that can reasonably be expected of 
auditors and auditors’ existing duties as defined by law and professional promulgations



• deficient performance: the gap between the expected standard of performance of 
auditors’ existing duties and auditors’ perceived performance, as expected and 
perceived by society

The information gap
• Information about the entity and about the audit itself that is relevant to decision making but is not 

currently being provided through the audited financial report or other corporate disclosure 
mechanisms or through the auditor’s report

The communication gap
• The difference between what users desire and understand and what, and how it is 

communicated by the assurance provider
Three major expectation gap issues
• Corporate failures
• Earnings management and fraud
• Ability to communicate different levels of assurance

• The role and authority of auditing standards

• The Auditing and Assurance Standards Board of Australia (AUASB) develops auditing standards  
in Australia in conformity with international auditing standards developed by the International 
Auditing and Assurance  Standards Board (IAASB)

• These standards prescribe the basic principles and essential procedures that govern the 
professional conduct of the auditor

• Auditing standards are mandatory for audits conducted under the Corporations Act 2001 and 
have legal backing

Auditor’s legal liability 
• Reasonable care and skill, and negligence

Reasonable care and skill
• Professionalism, or the due professional care and competence reasonably expected of a 

professional person (as opposed to a lay person) under the circumstances of the case
Negligence
• Any conduct which is careless or unintentional in nature and entails a breach of any contractual 

duty or duty of care in tort owed to another person or persons
• Elements the plaintiff must prove

• A duty was owed to plaintiff by the defendant;
• A breach of the duty of care (negligent conduct occurred);
• Loss or damage suffered by plaintiff; and
• That a casual relationship existed between breach of duty by defendant and harm suffered by 

plaintiff
• You may get punished (fined, being suspended) or get sued due to negligence.

• Liability to clients (pg.66)

Contributory Negligence
• Contributory negligence exists where the plaintiff fails to exercise the required standard of 

acre, thus contributing to its own loss

• Liability to third parties (pg.73)

• Special relationship



• A relationship created where a skilled person provided advice to another person at their 
request or where the advisor ought to have known that the advice would be relied upon by 
such a recipient

• Reasonable foreseeability
• A test used in third-party liability which requires evaluation of whether the auditors could 

reasonably foresee that the third party would rely on their work
• Proximity

• the relationship between the wrongdoer and the victim is sufficiently close to create a duty of 
care

• Privity letters
• A privity letter is a letter from an auditor to a third party stating that  they can rely on the audit 

report for a specific purpose


